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One of the key issues in dynamic research areas, such as that of biomedical sciences, is the development of tools capable to retrieve and provide users relevant resources from large repositories
according to their information needs. In this paper, we present a filtering and recommender system
that applies Semantic Web technologies and fuzzy linguistic modeling techniques to provide users
valuable information about resources that fit their interests. To carry out the recommendation
process, we have defined three software agents (interface, task, and information agents) that are
distributed in a five level hierarchical architecture. The system is also capable of to deal with
incomplete information to define enriched user profiles and, therefore, soften the problem of cold
start. A simple evaluation has been carried out, and the experimental outcomes reveal a reasonable
C 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
good performance of the system in terms of precision and recall. 

1. INTRODUCTION
The exponential growth of the specialized literature in dynamic and very productive domains has become the main handicap for information systems. Far are
the days when a researcher could select by hand documents of his interest using an
abstract bulletin, and now providing relevant resources to information to consumers
has become a difficult task. Biomedical Sciences are not strangers to this situation
and keeping up with the latest researching trends and breakthroughs on a specific
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specialty is time consuming and requires researchers to make a personal effort. Although the Web provides an easier and more comprehensive access to information
resources than physical environments do, current web services have shown their
inability to provide an accurate and efficient response to users’ requirements, since
information in the Web is basically represented using natural language and machines
aren’t capable to interpret and contextualize it. Therefore, it is becoming necessary
to develop systems for searching and mining the Web that allow improving the
access to information in an efficient way.
Traditionally, this problem has been faced by the development of filtering and
recommendation services, which are based on the application of different techniques
that manage a series of processes that are oriented to provide users just the information that meets their needs or is of interest to them. In textual domains these services
are usually developed using multiagent systems to evaluate and filter resources normally represented in XML or HTML format,1,2 and assist people in search and
retrieval tasks.3−5
Basically, these systems can be classified in two main categories5,6 : contentbased and collaborative recommendation systems. Content-based recommendation
systems filter information and generate recommendations by comparing a set of keywords defined by the user with the terms that represent the content of documents,
ignoring any information given by other users. On the other hand, collaborative
filtering systems use the information provided by several users to recommend documents to a specific user, ignoring the different ways the content is represented.
Nevertheless, these systems show a low performance when there are few recommendations or deal with uncommon likes. The current trends to soften this handicap
are the development of hybrid systems,7 which combine both recommender approaches, and knowledge-based recommender systems8 that require users to define
their preferences to obtain a personal profile. At this moment, there are several recurrent technologies that help developing these value-added services. Among them
we can find:
• Intelligent software agents9 that can actively process and exchange information with
another agents in the Web,10 and also assist users in information retrieval tasks.11−12
• Fuzzy linguistic techniques that can help allow representing qualitative phenomena from
a quantitative approach13 and even deal with incomplete information.14
• Semantic Web technologies15 that can be used as common syntactic and data model framework for representing information and enabling software agents to access and process
resources at a semantic level. Examples of knowledge-based applications developed using
these technologies in the field of biomedical sciences are Biogateway Portal16 and the
National Cancer Institute Thesaurus.17

Our proposal consists of the development of a multiagent filtering and recommender system specialized in biomedical resources that jointly apply Semantic
Web technologies and fuzzy linguistic modeling techniques to provide researchers
a better access to resources of their interest.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly discuss the theoretical background of the system (such as Semantic Web technologies, fuzzy linguistic
modeling, and the management of information incomplete). In Section 3, the main
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features, structure, and functional modules of the system are presented. The outcomes of a simple experiment to evaluate the system are presented in Section 4, and
finally some conclusions are pointed out in the latter section.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The system here proposed is conceived as a multiagent model defined to ease
users the access to specialized information they required by recommending a selection of the latest (or more interesting) resources published in a specific domain (in
this case, biomedicine) according to users’ profiles that has been generated from a
partial expression of their information needs.
In a nutshell, this model is developed by the application of Semantic Web
technologies15,18 to improve user–agent and agent–agent interaction and to settle a
semantic framework where software agents can process and exchange information
using Web ontologies19,20 (or simpler semantic structures like conceptual schemes
or thesauri), and fuzzy linguistic modeling techniques,13 which allow dealing with
linguistic information that has a certain degree of uncertainty (as, for instance, when
quantifying users’ satisfaction in relation to a product or service or when defining
their preferences).
To clarify the operation and structure of the model, its main theoretical pillars
are herewith explained.
2.1. Semantic Web Technologies
The Semantic Web15 tries to extend the model of the present Web using a series
of standard languages that enable the description of Web resources to be enriched so
that they become semantically accessible. To do that, the Semantic Web is based on
two fundamental ideas: (i) semantic tagging of resources, so that information can be
understood both by humans and computers and (ii) the development of intelligent
agents10 capable of operating at a semantic level with those resources and inferring
new knowledge from them (in this way it is possible shifting from keyword search
to the retrieval of concepts).
The semantic backbone of the project is the RDF (Resource Description Framework) vocabulary,21 which provides a data model to represent, exchange, link, add
and reuse structured metadata of distributed information sources and, therefore,
make them directly understandable by software agents. The RDF structures the information into individual assertions (resource, property, and property value triples)
and uniquely characterizes resources by means of uniform resource identifiers URIs,
allowing agents to make inferences about them using Web ontologies19−20 or to work
with them using simpler semantic structures like conceptual schemes or thesauri.
As we can see, the Semantic Web basically works with information written in
natural language (although structured in a way that can be interpreted by machines).
For this reason, it is usually difficult to deal with problems that require operating
with linguistic information that has a certain degree of uncertainty (such as, for
instance, when quantifying the user’s satisfaction in relation to a product or service).
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A possible solution could be the use of fuzzy linguistic modeling techniques13 as a
tool for improving the communication between system and user.

2.2. Ordinal Fuzzy Linguistic Modeling
Fuzzy linguistic modeling13 provides a set of approximate techniques appropriate to deal with qualitative aspects of problems. The ordinal linguistic approach22−23
is defined according to a finite set S of linguistic labels arranged on a total order
scale and with odd cardinality (seven or nine tags):
{si , i ∈ H = {0, . . . , T }}
The central term has a value of “approximately 0.5,” and the rest of the terms are
arranged symmetrically around it. The semantics of each linguistic term is given
by the ordered structure of the set of terms, considering that each linguistic term
of the pair (si , sT −i ) is equally informative. Each label si is assigned a fuzzy value
defined in the interval, [0,1] that is described by a linear trapezoidal property function
represented by the following four-tupla (ai , bi , αi , βI ), where the first two parameters
show the interval where the property value is 1.0, the third and fourth parameters
show the left and right limits of the distribution.
In addition, the following properties have to be specified:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The set is ordered: si ≥ sj if i ≥ j .
Negation operator: Neg(si ) = sj , with j = T − i.
Maximization operator: MAX(si , sj ) = si if si ≥ sj .
Minimization operator: MIN(si , sj ) = si if si ≤ sj .

In the scope of the ordinal fuzzy linguistic model for computing with words it is
also possible defining aggregation operators, as the Linguistic Weighted Averaging
operator (LWA),22 which is capable of combining and operating with linguistic
information with nonequal importance.

2.3. Dealing with Incomplete Information
As aforementioned, one of the main problems of recommender systems is
the problem of lacking enough information about users’ needs, which can lead to
inaccurate recommendations (also known as cold start problem24 ). Therefore, an
adequate representation of users’ preferences could improve the performance of
these services. One possibility of representing preferences about a set of items X =
{x1 , . . . , xn } is the specification of preference relations. Nevertheless, when the set
of items to be assessed is too large this task can be tedious and time consuming for
users and, as a result, many values in the preference relation could be missed25 .
Usually, a fuzzy preference relation can be characterized by a membership
function μP : X × X → [0, 1) and represented by an n × n matrix P = (pij ), being
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pij = μP (xi , xj ) the degree in which item xi is preferred regarding to xj, where
• pij = 0.5 indicates indifference between xi and xj,
• pij = 1 indicates that xi is absolutely preferred to xj, and
• pij > 0.5 indicates that xi is preferred to xj.

Consequently, in a linguistic context, i.e., being S = {s0 , . . . , sT } the linguistic
term set used to represent the preferences, we can define a fuzzy linguistic preference relation P = pij (∀i, j ∈ {1 . . . n}) on X by means of a linguistic membership
function μP : : X × X → S, where pij = μP (xi , xj ) is a linguistic label.
Dealing with preference relations, missing information is a problem that needs
to be addressed because it is not always possible for the experts to provide all
the possible preference assessments on the set of alternatives. A missing value in
a linguistic preference relation is not equivalent to a lack of preference of one
alternative over another. A missing value can be the result of the incapacity of an
expert to quantify the degree of preference of one alternative over another. It must be
clear then that when an expert is not able to express the particular value pij , because
he/she does not have a clear idea of how better alternative xi is over alternative
xj , this does not mean that he/she prefers both options with the same intensity. To
model these situations, in the following definitions, we express the concept of an
incomplete fuzzy linguistic preference relation:
DEFINITION 1. A function f : X × Y is partial when not every element in the set X
necessarily maps to an element in the set Y . When every element from the set X
maps to one element of the set Y then we have a total function.

DEFINITION 2. A fuzzy linguistic preference relation P on a set of alternatives X with
a partial membership function is an incomplete fuzzy linguistic preference relation.
Consequently, given an incomplete fuzzy linguistic preference relation P in
which there is at least a linguistic missing value, we propose to obtain a complete
fuzzy linguistic preference relation P ∗ using the algorithm suggested by Alonso
et al.26 :
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3. ARCHITECTURE AND MODULUS OF THE SYSTEM
In this section, we present a new multiagent model that uses three software
agents (interface, task, and information agents) whose activity is distributed in
a hierarchical architecture composed by five levels, to develop the filtering and
recommendation process:
Level 1: User level. In this level, users interact with the system by defining
their preferences, providing feedback to the system, etc.
Level 2: Interface level. This is the level defined to allow interface agent
developing its activity as a mediator between users and the task agent. It is also
capable of carry out simple filtering operations on behalf of the user.
Level 3: Task level. In this level where the task agent (normally one per interface
agent) carries out the main load of operations performed in the system such as the
generation of information alerts or the management of profiles and RSS feeds.
Level 4: Information agents level. Here is where several information agents can
access system’s repositories, thus playing the role of mediators between information
sources and the task agent.
Level 5: Resources level. In this level are included all the information sources
the system can access:
• A set of RSS feeds in RDF format27 that play the role of current-awareness bulletins. The
structure of these feeds comprises two areas: a first one where the feed is described by a
series of basic metadata and another area containing the representation of each resource
to be recommended (i.e., items including basic information as its title, author/s, URL,
abstract, and so on). Besides, because of the widespread of RSS technologies on the Web,
items can directly be checked out in ordinary Web browsers (since RSS readers have
become a common feature in the vast majority of them).
• A user profile repository that stores the user profiles generated in the user profiles generation module (see below the description of the system’s modules). Each profile contains
an area of personal/ID information, an area of weighted preferences representing the
interests of the user, and a recommendations log where the different recommendations
provided by the user about any document are recorded.
• A test thesaurus in SKOS28 format, which has been developed taking as a model the
National Cancer Institute Thesaurus,17 is an open content license tool, which includes
more than 34,000 concepts from different cancer research domains and that is structured
into 20 taxonomic trees. Our test thesaurus contains 11 main classes (which have been
defined merging and discarding some of the original taxonomic trees of the NCI thesaurus),
and around 2000 concepts distributed in six depth levels.
• A document repository (in this case we have opted for using the public database
PubMed29 ), which is described by a set of nonweighted subjects extracted from the
system thesaurus.

The underlying semantics of the different elements that make up the system (i.e., their characteristics and the semantic relations defined among them) are
defined through several interoperable Web ontologies described using the OWL
vocabulary.30 Furthermore, since the communication processes carried out among
agents in this model involve natural language information and fuzzy linguistic tags,
we have chosen to use the adaptation of the FIPA agent communication language31
proposed by Willmott et al.32 , which is based on XML syntax and RDF/OWL as
content language.
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Figure 1. System levels and modules.

In the system, there are also defined five main activity modules (see
Figure 1):
3.1. User Profiles Generation Module
In this module, the system generates the user profiles that are eventually stored
in the profiles repository. The system needs a set of sample resources whose content
can be considered as a representative within the scope of the system. These items are
selected by the system’s staff and will be used to define the weighted preferences to
be included in each user profile. To do so, each sample resource will be represented
using a set of 11 subject areas corresponding to the main categories defined in
the system’s thesaurus. This task is carried out by the information system’s staff
and consists in pondering each category according to its correspondence with the
content of the document using a linguistic tag extracted from fuzzy linguistic set S =
{s0 = very low = VL, s1 = low = L, s2 = indifferent = I, s3 = high = H, s4 = very
high = VH}. Eventually, we get a resource described by a vector of 11 elements
xi = {si1 , si2 , . . . , si11 }.
Once we got a battery of representative documents, when a user logs into the
system for the first time he is presented a set of 10 abstracts, which corresponds to
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10 of these selected resources and must choose from this list those five documents
that better fit to his interests.
Afterward, the user must assess pairs of documents (not necessarily all the
possible pairs) using a linguistic label pij ∈ S, which represents the preference
degree of resource xi regarding to resource xj . The only imposed condition is that
there have to be at least one assessment for each resource, and therefore, we assume
that it could exist linguistic missing values. In such a way, the system is capable of
reconstructing the whole fuzzy linguistic preference relation matrix as explained in
Ref. 26.
Afterward, the linguistic preference degree (DG) of each resource for a specific
user is computed applying a linguistic aggregation operator as the LOWA operator23 :

DGi = LOWA

pi∗ 1 , . . . , pi∗ 5

Finally, the different linguistic degrees DGi obtained from the preference relation
are aggregated using the LWA operator,22 thus, generating a unique set of weighted
preferences that are stored in the user profile.
3.2. Information Push Module
This module is responsible for generating and managing the information alerts
to be provided to users (so it can be considered as the service core). The similarity
between user profiles and resources is measured according to the hierarchical exponential operator defined by Oldakowsky and Byzer,33 which takes into account
the position of the concepts to be matched in a taxonomic tree. Selective dissemination of information service performance is based on generating passive queries
to RSS feeds about the preferences stored in the user’s profile without the need
of an explicit request from the user (an information delivery technique known as
information push). In such a way, users are alerted to new resources fitting their
information requirements without having to request them each time they access the
system. This process is developed as follows:
• Step 1: Users must provide their login and password to get authenticated access to the
system.
• Step 2: Once the user is identified, the task agent proceeds to match the user’s preferences
with the content descriptors of the n items in the RSS feed, thus identifying those resources
that better fit to user’s specific information needs. In this case, instead of using a lexical
matching of the strings of both terms, the task agent measures their semantic similarity.
To do this, we use the semantic similarity function defined by Oldakowsky and Byzer33
that allows measuring the distance between two concepts in a taxonomy (or thesaurus)
described as an RDF graph. The similarity sim between two concepts c1 and c2 in the
thesaurus is defined as follows:

simc (c1 , c2 ) = 1 − dc (c1 , c2 )
The distance dc between two concepts represents the path to be followed to get from
one to another through their closest common parent (ccp). This distance is measured
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as follows:
dc (c1 , c2 ) = dc (c1 , ccp) + dc (c2 , ccp)
dc (c, ccp) = milestone (ccp) – milestone (c)
where each concept in the taxonomy is assigned a milestone value that depends on
the depth of the concept in the taxonomic tree. This milestone can be measured by
applying both a linear or exponential function (depending on the characteristics and
requirements of our system). In our case, we have chosen the exponential milestone
calculator, which is defined as follows34 :
milestone(n) = 1/2 k (n)
where n is the depth of the concept in the thesaurus and kis a factor larger than 1
that defines the rate at which the milestone values decrease along the hierarchy (this
value can be modified depending on the depth of the thesaurus if a fine-tuning of
the system is required). The exponential factor provides a better measurement of the
similarity since it makes the operator sensitive to the kinship of concepts (i.e., given
a specific concept it is more similar to a “child concept” than to a “sibling concept”)
and their depth in the hierarchical tree (the similarity among broad concepts is
smaller than among specific ones).
Once the similarity between preferences and topic terms is defined, the relevance of resources or profiles is calculated according to the concept of semantic
overlap. This concept tries to ease the problem of measuring similarity using taxonomic operators since all the concepts in a taxonomy are related in a certain degree
and therefore the similarity between two of them would never reach 0 (i.e., we could
find relevance values higher than 1 that can hardly be normalized). The underlying
idea in this concept is determining areas of maximum semantic intersection between
the concepts in the taxonomy. To obtain the relevance of profiles according to other
items (resources or profiles of other users), we define the following function:
Sim (Pi , Pj ) =

MIN(N,M)
k=1

Hk (Sim (αi , δj ))
MAX(N, M)

ωi +ωj
2

where Hk (Sim (αi , δj )) is a function that extracts the k maximum similarities defined
between the preferences ofPi = {α1 , . . . , αN } and Pj = {δ1 , . . . , δM }, ωi , ωj are
the corresponding associated weights with αi and δj , and N and M are the number
of preferences of the profiles Pi and Pj , respectively. When matching profiles
Pi = {α1 , . . . , αN } and items Rj = {β1 , . . . , βM }, since the subjects that describe
the resources are not weighted, we will take into account only the weights associated
with preferences so the function in this case is slightly different:
Sim (Pi , Rj ) =

MIN(N,M)
k=1

Hk (Sim(αi , βj ))ωi
MAX(N, M)
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• Step 3: User is provided with a set of RSS items that are semantically close to their
interests and that can be checked out in any Web browser with an integrated RSS reader.
In addition, each item links to a document in the document repository of the system and is
displayed together with a recommendation value (see the Collaborative Recommendation
Module).
• Step 4: Once the user access a document through the link he can find in the RSS item of
his interest, he is asked to assess the checked document using a linguistic label (see the
User profiles updating module) whose value is stored in the recommendations log of his
profile (which will be useful later on in the Collaborative Recommendation module).

3.3. Feedback or User Profiles Updating Module
In this module, the updating of user profiles is carried out according to users’
assessments about the set of resources recommended by the system. This updating
process consists of recalculating the weight associated with the preference of the user
profile with the highest similarity value when matched with the topics of the RSS
item (preference which is supposed to better represent the interests of the user for that
query). We have defined a matching function that rewards those preferences that are
present in resources positively assessed by users and penalized them, on the contrary,
when this assessment is negative. We must note that this assessment should be
interpreted as the perception of the user about the adequacy of the suggested resource
to their interests, not as an evaluation of the quality of the content. According to
these premises, let ej ∈ S be the degree of satisfaction provided by the user, and
j
ωil ∈ S the weight of property i (in this case i = “Preference”) with value l. Then
we define the following updating function g: S × S → S:

g

j
ej , ωli

=

SMin(a+β,T )
SMax(o,a−β)

if
if

Sa ≤ Sb
Sa > Sb

sa , sb ∈ S|a, b ∈ H = {0, . . . , T }
j

where (i) sa= ωli , (ii) sb= ej , (iii) a and b are the indexes of the linguistic labels whose
value ranges from 0 to T (where T is the number of labels of the set S − 1), and (iv)
β is the value that rewards or penalizes the preference weight according to users’
assessments (i.e., the weights assigned to the preferences in the users profile generation module are modified in an attempt to capture subtle changes in users’ interests).
It is defined as β = round (2|b–a|/T ), where round is the typical round function.
3.4. Collaborative Recommendation Module
The aim of this module is generating recommendations about a specific resource
in base to the assessments provided by different experts with a profile similar to that
of the active user. The different recommendations values for the selected document
(which are sought in the recommendations log of experts’ profile) are aggregated
using the LWA operator22 and displayed next to the link of the RSS item describing
the document suggested by the system (as an aid for the user to discern whether
a resource is of his interest or not). Another functionality of the system will be
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allowing users to explicitly know the identity and institutional affiliation data of
these experts to contact them for any research purposes. This feature of the system
implies a total commitment between the service and its users since their altruistic
collaboration can only be achieved by granting that their data will exclusively be
used for contacting other researchers subscribed to the service. Therefore, it becomes
a critical issue defining privacy policies to protect those individuals that prefer to be
invisible for the rest of users. This is the reason for which this module has not been
fully implemented yet.
4. EVALUATION OF THE SYSTEM
We have set up a simple experiment to evaluate the content-based module of
the system in terms of precision35 and recall.36 These two measures (together with
the F1 score37 are usually used in filtering and recommender systems to assess the
quality of a set of retrieved resources.
In order assess the set of retrieved items (N), we have defined in our experiment
three categories of resources: relevant items (Nr), selected items (Ns), and relevant
suggested items (Nrs). According to these categories, precision, recall, and F1 score
are defined as follows:
Precision: A ratio of selected relevant items to selected items, i.e., the probability of a selected item to be relevant.
P = Nrs/Ns
Recall: A ratio of selected relevant items to relevant items, i.e., the probability
of a relevant item to be selected.
R = Nrs/Nr
F 1: A combination metric that equals both the weights of precision and recall.
F 1 = (2∗ P ∗ R)/(P + R)
The goal of the experiment is to test the performance of our system in the
generation of accurate and relevant content-based recommendations for the users of
the system, exclusively considering the monodisciplinary search. To do so, we have
asked a random sample of 10 researchers in the field of biomedicine to evaluate the
results provided by the system. In addition, we require two elements:
• an RSS feed that contains 30 items extracted from the PubMed repository,29 from which
only 10 of them are semantically relevant.
• a set of user profiles.

The system is set to recommend up to 10 resources and then users are asked
to assess the results by explicitly stating which of the recommended items they
International Journal of Intelligent Systems
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Table I. Experimental Data.

Nrs
Nr
Ns

User1

User2

User3

User4

User5

User6

User7

User8

User9

User10

5
6
10

4
6
10

6
8
10

3
6
10

4
6
10

5
6
10

6
9
10

7
9
10

4
5
10

5
8
10

Table II. Detailed Experimental Outcomes.

P
R
F1

User1

User2

User3

User4

User5

User6

User7

User8

User9

User10

Aver.

50.00
83.33
62.50

40.00
66.67
50

60.00
75.00
66.67

30.00
50.00
37.50

40.00
66.67
50.00

50.00
83.33
62.50

60.00
66.67
63.16

70.00
77.78
73.68

40.00
80.00
53.33

50.00
62.50
55.56

49.00
71.01
57.99

All values are in percent.

consider are relevant. With these starting premises, the experiment was carried out
and the results are shown in Table I.
Precision, recall, and F1 for each user are shown in Table II (in percentage)
and represented in the graph in Figure 2. The average outcomes reveal a quite good
performance of the system (nearly close to the 50% in terms of precision).

Figure 2. Precision, recall and F1.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a multiagent filtering and recommender system (designed to be used by biomedical researchers) which provides an integrated
solution to minimize the problem of access relevant information in vast document
repositories.
The system combines Semantic Web technologies and a fuzzy linguistic modeling approach to define a richer description of information, thus improving communication processes and user–system interaction. Among its functionalities, the system
includes a module that is capable of generating users’ profiles from an incomplete
fuzzy linguistic preference relation.
It has also been evaluated, and experimental results show that it is reasonably
effective in terms of precision and recall, although further detailed evaluations may
be necessary.
In future, we think to improve our proposal with the application of others tools
related with the Web navigation38 and clustering.39
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